An a posteriori stopping rule connected with monitoring the norm of second residual is introduced for Brakhage's implicit nonstationary iteration method, applied to ill-posed problems involving linear operators with closed range. It is also shown that for some classes of equations with such operators the algorithm consisting in combination of Brakhage's method with some new discretization scheme is order optimal in the sense of Information Complexity.
Introduction
The present paper is devoted to methods for approximate solution of linear operator equations of the form Tx = y (1:1) with operators T having closed range. The equations (1.1) will be considered in the Hilbert space X with the usual inner product ( ; ) and the usual norm k k X . It is known 9, p.153] that operator T 2 L(X; X) has closed Range(T) where D r is some linear (non-bounded) operator acting from X r to X, and for any m = 1; 2; : : : kI ? P m k X!X r c r m ?r ;
(1:3) where I is the identity operator and the constant c r is independent of m.
We assume that operators T of equations (1.1) have some special structure. Namely, T = B + A (1:4) where B is some xed operator such that B; B 2 L(X; X) \ L(X r ; X r ) and A 2 H r := fA : kAk X!X r 1 ; kA k X!X r 2 ; k(D r A) k X!X r 3 g;
where L is such that for any u; v 2 X (u; Lv) = (L u; v). For xed B such that B; B 2 L(X; X) \ L(X r ; X r ) and > 0 we denote by K r B; ; the set of operators T 2 B H r of the form (1.4) which satisfy the condition (1.2).
Consider some examples of operators T 2 K r B; ; . Example 1. As Hilbert space X we take the space L 2 (0; 1) of squaresummable functions on (0,1) and for r = 1 as X r we take In this paper we will study the information complexity of the problem of recovery of T + y from the equation Tx = y (1:8) The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we propose a new discretization scheme for (1.8) . Combining this scheme with Brakhage's implicit iteration method we obtain an approximation to T + y with the best possible order of accuracy O( ). In Section 3 we show that in the sence of Information Complexity our discretization scheme is order optimal for the class of equation ( Proof. For In 2] it is also shown that an order-optimal accuracy O( ) is attained when a posteriori residual stopping rule is used to determine the iteration number M for which ky ? T n x M k X b ; (2:9) where b > 1 and T n is such that kT ? T n k X!X .
Our goal in this section is to establish the order of accuracy O( ) for Brakhage's implicit nonstationary method with perturbed data when the iteration number m is selected by discrepancy principle connected with monitoring the norm of second residual. Namely, m will be chosen by kT n (T n x m ? y )k X b : (2:10) In our opinion it makes sense to use a posteriori stopping criterion (2.10) because usually m selected by (2.10) has value less than M chosen as in (2.9). Note that for the stationary iteration methods stopping criterion (2.10) was studied earlier in 9, p.166].
In the sequel as operator T n we will take T n = B + Let E n and F n be the orthogonal projectors on invariant subspaces of T n T n and T n T n respectively corresponding to the part of spectrum which belongs to ( ? ) 2 ; kT n k 2 X!X ]. Moreover, we will consider the orthogonal projectors E and F on closed subspaces Range(T ) and Range(T) respectively.
From Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 1. Proof. We begin by noting that k = T n (T n g k (T n T n )T n y ? y ) = = (T n T n g k (T n T n ) ? I)T n y + (T n T n g k (T n T n ) ? I)T n (y ? y) = = J 1 + J 2 :
(2:13) Using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4 we have kJ 1 k X k(T n T n g k (T n T n ) ? I)T n T n T + yk X + + k(T n T n g k (T n T n ) ? I)T n (T ? T n )T + yk X max 0 j1 ? g k ( ) j kT + k X + max 0 j1 ? g k ( )j p kT ? T n k X!X kT + k X To complete the proof of the theorem we need the following lemmas. Using this bound and (2.19) we obtain kF n T n (T + y ? x m+1 )k X kF n (T n T + y ? y )k X + +kF n (T n x m+1 ? y )k X kT n T + y ? y k X + b ? c : X as an approximate solution of (1.1). Moreover, for a xed method of specifying information U we denote by (U) the set of all algoritms using the information of the form (3.1).
The error of the algorithm ' 2 (U) on the class of equations (1.1) with operators T 2 K r B; ; and exact free terms y 2 Range(T) \ X r is de ned as e (K r B; ; ; X r ; '; U) = sup The minimal error which can be achieved using at most n values of information functionals is determined by the quantity R n; (K r B; ; ; X r ) = inf
e (K r B; ; ; X r ; '; U) (3:2) called the n-th minimal radius of information. From the results of Chapter 6 9] T n x = P 2 n y : (3:6) In this algorithm an approximation to the solution T + y is given by ' m (U ?n ; A; y ) = g m+1 (T n T n )T n P 2 n y and m is determined in Theorem 2.1, where instead of y we use P 2 n y .
Keeping in mind that for n2 n ?1=r log 1+1=r 1 and y 2 X r ky ? P 2 n y k X ky ? P 2 n yk X + kP 2 n (y ? y )k X c r 2 ?nr + c ; The method of specifying information U ?n ; n2 ?n ?1=r log 1+1=r 1 is orderoptimal in the power scale in the sense of the quantity N ;{ (K r B; ; ; X r ).
Proof. From Lemma 3.1 and (3.8) for any n such that R n; (K r B; ; ; X r ) { we have { R n; (K r B; ; ; X r ) R n;0 (K r and subspaces X r indicated in Examples 1 and 2. Thus, for equations considered in these Examples our Theorem gives the exact order of Information Complexity in the power scale.
